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Valley, and their online resources are updated constantly to 
provide hikers with the most up-to-date information possible. 
Hikers are encouraged to check the list of voluntary trail 
closures before they embark on any hike during the spring 
season. Hammond Pond Wild Forest, the Pharaoh Lake 
Wilderness Area near Schroon Lake and Split Rock Mountain 
Wild Forest near Westport are three of the less commonly 
visited hiking areas which the DEC encourages spring hikers 
to visit, as those locations are naturally suited to handle an 
influx of visitors during this muddy time of the year. 

Forester Connor explains that oftentimes hikers who are 
unfamiliar with the area begin a trail with no problems – 
completely unaware that once they reach a certain elevation, 
conditions become quite different. Not only does this lead 
to the widening of trails as people maneuver around the 
ice looking for traction, but those who are not prepared to 
deal with the conditions can injure themselves in a number 
of ways. Hypothermia is a real concern, especially for those 
who travel from south of the park. While they may have 
been wearing shorts, enjoying weeks of warm weather in 
their hometowns, the weather in the high elevations is still 
very much like winter. Leg injuries are also common in those 
who neglect to equip themselves with proper foot gear. 
Hikers should always be properly prepared to deal with an 
injury while waiting for help to arrive and cannot expect their 
smartphones will have service in these areas. By contacting 
the DEC before they go on a hike, rangers can be aware of 
their general location in the event of an emergency.

“We get a few incidences every spring where our forest 

The DEC recommends that hikers stick to the middle of the trail, 
regardless of ice or water they may encounter. Crews in the springtime 
add gravel and small rocks to reharden worn down spots. Photo 
provided




